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Abstract6

Hydroelasticity of ships and studies in coupled antisymmetric vibrations have become increasingly important
with container ships becoming faster and more slender. In this investigation, a ship-like structure is modelled
and an equivalent backbone with a U-shaped cross section is designed. Their responses are compared, and
limitations of various modelling approaches are discussed. It is demonstrated that scaling of the natural
frequencies is insufficient to ensure scaling of the antisymmetric mode shapes and the relevant differences
are quantified. Consequently, the backbone model should be viewed as a separate structure for validation
purposes rather than a scaled model of a ship.
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1. Introduction9

Hydroelasticity of ships, a term that describes the strong coupling between the hydrodynamic loads from10

the sea surface and the vibratory responses of the vessel, has become an increasingly important subject with11

ships growing longer and faster [1]. The area was introduced in the 1970s [2] and quickly evolved from 2D12

potential flow methods to 3D potential flow [3] and 3D RANS [4]. From a structural perspective, ships13

tend to be modelled as beams, due to their length being much larger than their other dimensions [5]. Some14

investigations use shell elements instead [6], but this approach has been less popular when coupled with15

RANS, due to the increased computational cost.16

Models for hydroelastic experiments tend to separate the hydrodynamic and structural aspects. Accord-17

ingly, a rigid model of the hull is split into segments and then the flexibility is provided by a flexible backbone18

[7] or, more rarely, a series of flexible joints between segments [8]. There have been very few models with a19

ship-shaped structure, also acting as the hydrodynamic boundary, primarily due to the increased complexity20

and cost associated with them [9, 10, 11, 12].21

Numerous models have been manufactured to measure the symmetric vibratory responses of ships, usually22

featuring a backbone with a rectangular, box-shaped cross section. It can be proven that, for these models,23

scaling of the bending stiffness is sufficient to ensure scaling of the natural frequencies, the strains and,24

consequently, structural loads. There have been far fewer cases of models for measurement of antisymmetric25

responses.26

One of the few experiments in antisymmetric responses was presented by Hong et al., who used a27

model with an H-shaped backbone to investigate the vibrations a large container ship [13]. This is a most28

unusual choice, as the centroid and shear centre of such a backbone are coincident, unlike the full-scale29

vessel. The open section of the model allowed appropriate scaling of 1st symmetric and antisymmetric30

natural frequencies, but no coupling between horizontal bending and torsion was present, so the relevant31
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modes would appear separately. Kim et al. improved this model by replacing the H-shaped backbone with32

a U-shaped backbone [14]. The 1st antisymmetric natural frequency, in model scale, was approximately33

78% of the 1st symmetric. However, in this publication the shear centre location is presented only for the34

backbone and not for the full-scale vessel. The authors demonstrated that torsional moments are significantly35

different between the H-shaped backbone, where antisymmetric mode coupling is ignored, and the U-shaped36

backbone. Finally, Hong & Kim measured higher order resonant symmetric and antisymmetric responses of37

this model, as well as transient symmetric responses [13].38

Iijima et al. argued that box-shaped and channel cross sections for the backbone result in too high and39

too low torsional stiffness, respectively, and suggested box-shaped bacbones with a few deck openings [15].40

Their design procedure was based on scaling of the bending/torsional stiffness and corresponding natural41

frequencies. Zhu et al. [16] used a box-shaped backbone with a few openings at the top, emulating the ship’s42

deck openings, to investigate responses in horizontal bending and torsion. Five openings were manufactured,43

which only spanned a small part of the length of the backbone. Consequently, the 1st antisymmetric natural44

frequency, scaled up, was 91% of the 1st symmetric. The 1st antisymmetric natural frequency would have45

actually been much higher, had the authors not lowered it through the ballast distribution. When the model46

was placed in water, the added mass effects affected its symmetric natural frequencies much more than the47

antisymmetric, resulting in a 1st antisymmetric natural frequency 6.5% higher than the 1st symmetric. The48

mode shapes for deflection and internal loads were compared to those predicted by computational models of49

the backbone. Following research by the authors focused on the hydrodynamic effects of an increased bow50

flare [17].51

Marón & Kapsenberg also manufactured a similar backbone but, in this case, the deck openings spanned52

more than half of the backbone length [18]. The resulting 1st antisymmetric natural frequency was approx-53

imately 55% of the 1st symmetric. The authors provided an extensive discussion on best practice when54

designing and manufacturing a model for hydroelastic experiments.55

Storhaug et al. [19] used a segmented model of a 13000 TEU container ship, in which the segments56

were linked using flexible joints rather than a backbone. This arrangement has the advantage of controlling57

the natural frequencies with ease. In this case, the 1st antisymmetric natural frequency in full scale was58

approximately 81% of the 1st symmetric. The authors claim that the sophisticated flexible joints used allowed59

scaling of the coupled natural frequencies as well. However, it is unclear whether the joints actually imposed60

any coupling between horizontal bending and torsion, which is generally the main drawback stemming61

from the artificial nature of such a connection. Despite scaling the antisymmetric natural frequencies, the62

investigation subsequently focused on transient symmetric responses, rendering this issue less important.63

Houtani et al. manufactured an elastic model of a container ship to measure symmetric and antisymmet-64

ric vibrations [11]. The model comprised an external shell of polymer foam with the shape of the ship. By65

making the load-bearing structure the size of the entire model, the authors managed to have a shear centre66

below the bottom of the vessel, something that could not be achieved with a backbone model. In fact, the67

achieved distance between the centroid and the shear centre was only 3% different than their target. The68

1st antisymmetric natural frequency, in model scale, was approximately 94% of the 1st symmetric.69

Grammatikopoulos et al. [20] developed a method to design and manufacture elastic models, including70

significant structural detail, using additive manufacturing. The produced methodology was shown to accu-71

rately predict the natural frequencies of such a model, including up to the 5th antisymmetric mode, after72

which there were no experimental results to compare to the simulations. In this case, the 1st antisymmetric73

natural frequency, in model scale, was approximately 87% of the 1st symmetric for a model not including any74

ballast. Symmetric responses of this model in waves were measured [12] but experiments on antisymmetric75

responses have not been published yet. The model was not based on an existing ship but on a vessel from76

a benchmark study on a small container ship [10].77

A few conclusions can be easily drawn from the above. Firstly, the publications on antisymmetric re-78

sponses of ships are limited and the models manufactured for this purpose are even fewer. This is not due to79

a lack of interest in the subject, as the extensive literature on relevant computational methods demonstrates.80

The primary issues are, instead, the difficulty in desiging and manufacturing appropriate models, the need81

for specialised expertise combining structural dynamics, applied mechanics, material science, and hydrody-82

namics in an experimental and computational environment, and the need for an ocean basin to measure83
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the hydroelastic responses, which is not available in many institutions worldwide. More importantly, within84

this small pool of work, investigators tend to verify that their models represent the ships they are trying to85

emulate by checking only the scaling of the natural frequencies. In some cases, comparison of experimental86

measurements and simulation results for the mode shapes of the scaled model is performed, but the mode87

shapes of the scaled model are not compared to the mode shapes of the full-scale ship. Although this is88

probably sufficient when modelling symmetric responses, antisymmetric responses are significantly affected89

by the coupling between horizontal bending and torsion, which is also discussed in the work of Hirdaris et90

al. [1]. As demonstrated above, particularly with examples such as the H-shaped backbone, scaling the91

natural frequencies does not ensure the correct level of coupling or even any coupling at all.92

This investigation looks into the vibratory responses of a ship-like structure and an equivalent U-shaped93

backbone. In section 2 the finite element modelling procedure is described and the backbone is designed so94

that its first three natural frequencies are identical to that of the ship. In this sense, it follows the typical95

design procedure for backbone models. No scaling is used, as the results are not compared to experimental96

measurements, and a backbone with the same length as the ship is designed instead. In section 4 the natural97

frequencies beyond the first three are compared and the differences between mode shapes are quantified. In98

section 5 the accuracy of modelling both structures as beams is evaluated by comparing to shell modelling.99

Limitations of the various approaches are thoroughly discussed. In section 6 it is demonstrated that backbone100

models can be insufficient to emulate the antisymmetric responses of ships, even if several natural frequencies101

are accurately scaled. Recommendations are provided for future investigations, including best practice for102

backbone models, and prompts for the exploration of models with a more geometrically accurate structure.103

2. Finite element modelling104
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Figure 1: Dimensions of various structural details of the ship’s cross section. All stiffeners split the corresponding plates into
equal segments and had a width of 0.2 m. The two top cells of the double side have a different height than the bottom cells.
All thickness, including plating and stiffeners, were equal to 0.02 m.

Four models were produced in ANSYS Mechanical APDL for this study, consisting of the combinations105

of two geometries and two modelling techniques. The two structures were a prismatic ship-like structure,106

hereafter referred to as the ship, and a channel section representing an equivalent backbone that could be107

used in a segmented model, hereafter referred to as the backbone. The two modelling techniques differed in108
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the type of element used, namely shell elements or beam elements that included warping responses. Details109

for all the models are summarised in Table 1. A target mesh size of 0.2 m was used for all models. The110

cross section of the ship, including dimensions for all structural detail, is depicted in Figure 1.111

Table 1: A summary of the parameters corresponding to each of the models. The density of the backbone was calculated to
produce the same mass as the ship. All models share the same length and target element size. The geometric parameters
were shared for models of the same structure. The vertical locations of the centroid and shear centre were measured from the
bottom of the respective model.

Model name Ship, shell Ship, beam Backbone, shell Backbone, beam
Element type SHELL181 [21] BEAM188 [22] SHELL181 [21] BEAM188 [22]

Number of elements 4,481,924 1,760 411,840 1,760
Mass (kg) 1.7653E+07 1.7110E+07 1.7653E+07 1.7653E+08
Structure Ship Backbone

Target element size (m) 0.2 0.2
Density (kg/m3) 7700 1713.22

Young’s modulus (N/m2) 200E9 200E9
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.3

Length (m) 350 350
Breadth (m) 48.4 20.4
Depth (m) 29.5 12.8

Thickness (m) 0.02 0.64
Sectional area (m2) 6.473 6.349 29.440

2nd moment of area, y-axis (m4) 562.63 552.64 522.22
2nd moment of area, z-axis (m4) 2346.1 2396.1 2159.3

Torsion constant (m4) 20.565 4.067
Warping constant (m6) 197,490 38,059

Centroid vertical location (m) 9.0660 9.2451 3.8795
Shear centre vertical location (m) -10.112 -4.7160

Vertical shear area coefficient 0.24308 0.35847
Transverse shear area coefficient 0.25931 0.38825

The ship shell element model was the most general and complex model generated. It was modelled as112

shell elements with a uniform thickness of 0.02 m. The cross section was inspired by the container ship113

used by Senjanović et al. [23], with slightly changed dimensions. The dimensions of different aspects of114

the cross section are depicted in detail in Figure 1. To simplify comparison between models and as this115

study did not focus on the effects of stiffness distribution, a constant cross section was used throughout; 19116

equally spaced bulkheads were included, and deep frames were added halfway between pairs of consecutive117

bulkheads. To facilitate comparison to beam models by having a uniform mass distribution, both bulkheads118

and deep frames were modelled as massless, although their stiffness and Poisson’s ratio were the same as119

for the rest of the structure, a modelling technique that has been previously used, for example, for a bulk120

carrier [3], and a passenger ship [6]. The mesh of this model is shown in Figure 2. The high accuracy of this121

method has also been previously demonstrated through comparison to experimental results on a different122

vessel [20].123

The ship beam element model replicated the model above while using beam elements that included124

warping responses. The cross section was generated in the form of a 2D surface and meshed within ANSYS125

as a custom beam section. The bulkheads and stiffeners were not modelled individually. The sectional126

properties were calculated by ANSYS as slightly different (approximately 1-2%) to the ones calculated127

in CAD, that were considered to correspond to the ship shell model. This was attributed to differences128

between modelling the surface in CAD and within ANSYS APDL. Consequently, the mass of the model was129

approximately 3% smaller to that of the ship shell model.130

The backbone shell element model was generated following the frequency-matching method: the dimen-131

sions of the cross section were iterated to match the first natural frequency, then the first and the second at132
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(a) Birdseye view (b) Bulkhead

Figure 2: Mesh of the ship shell element model. The bulkhead elements in green are massless but otherwise share the same
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as the remaining structure. The bulkhead is only stiffened in its central part where the
unsupported length is large, to avoid contamination with local modes. The length of the depicted in subfigure (a) corresponds
to the length between two consecutive bulkheads and includes one deep frame halfway through.

the same time, and finally the first three natural frequencies at the same time (Figure 3). A symmetric chan-133

nel (U-shaped) cross section was generated with uniform thickness, and the breadth, depth and thickness134

were modified in an iterative manner until the first three natural frequencies matched the ones predicted135

by the ship shell element model within 0.5%. In all cases, the density of the backbone was modified so136

that its mass was equal to that of the ship. This ensured that all differences observed in the responses137

stemmed entirely from the stiffness characteristics of the structure rather than its inertia and facilitated the138

comparison of results.139

Initial backbone geometry 1st frequency matching 2nd frequency matching 3rd frequency matching

Initial section dimensions
with same length as ship

Iteration of dimensions
f1A/S,backbone = f1A/S,ship

Iteration of dimensions
f1A/S,backbone = f1A/S,ship
f2A/S,backbone = f2A/S,ship

Iteration of dimensions
f1A/S,backbone = f1A/S,ship
f2A/S,backbone = f2A/S,ship
f1S,backbone = f1S,ship

Figure 3: Flowchart of the procedure to design the backbone model. The initial dimensions of the cross section were arbitrarily
selected, and then iterated until the 1st antisymmetric natural frequency was matched. In the following steps, the iterative
geometry changes were smaller, aiming to gradually match more frequencies. A tolerance of 0.5% was allowed when comparing
natural frequencies.

The backbone beam element model replicated the model above while using beam elements that included140

warping responses. It used a built-in channel cross section that already existed in ANSYS and the density141

was calculated in the same manner as for the backbone shell element model.142

The significantly lower density used for the backbone models might seem like an unnatural decision at143

first, despite its practical advantages. In reality though, the mass of the structure of the ship, that was144

calculated for the ship shell element model, would only be a small portion of the total mass of vessel. Most145

mass contributions would originate from machinery, cargo and consumables. For this size of container ship,146
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it expected that the light ship, that is the mass of the ship without any cargo, crew, or consumables, is147

approximately 20% of the mass at full load condition. The mass of the ship structure is only a fraction of148

this. When scaled physical models of ships are produced for hydroelastic experiments, the combined mass149

of the backbone and segments tends to be larger than the mass of a scaled ship structure would be, but that150

only means that there is less need for additional “ballast” masses to emulate the correct mass distribution151

(for example [24, 25]). Another approach would be to include additional masses representing machinery,152

cargo and consumables in all models. However, this would provide no further insight regarding mode shape153

similarity and would thus be beyond the scope of this study.154

The mesh size was selected to ensure convergence of the ship shell element model. Then the same sizing155

was used for the other models, despite being finer than necessary, to allow direct comparison of the same156

positions along the length for the various mode shapes. A structured mesh, that is a a mesh with orthogonal157

quadrilateral elements, was used for the central part of the bulkheads and all the longitudinal structure of158

the vessel. Free meshing was used for the remaining part of the bulkheads (see Figure 2).159

The Block Lanczos eigenvalue extraction method [26] was the solver used. The block shifted Lanczos160

algorithm is a variation of the classical Lanczos algorithm, where the Lanczos recursions are performed using161

a block of vectors, as opposed to a single vector. Comparison of natural frequencies between the mesh used162

and one with double the size produced a difference of 0.02% for the 6th natural frequency, corresponding163

to the 3-node vertical bending mode, and much smaller differences for all other frequencies, ensuring mesh164

convergence.165

3. Natural frequency comparison166

A summary of the natural frequencies calculated using each of the structural models is presented in167

Table 2. The shell element model of the ship was considered to be the most general and the frequencies it168

predicted were used as a benchmark. The percentage of difference between the results from the other three169

models and the ship shell element model is depicted in Figure 4.170

Table 2: Natural frequencies for the first six modes, as pre-
dicted by the various models. A/S stands for antisymmetric
and S stands for symmetric. The number of nodes for each
mode shape is provided in a separate column. Full description
of the mode shapes, in order of appearance: (a) 1-node tor-
sion (b) 2-node horizontal bending - 2-node torsion (c) 2-node
vertical bending (d) 3-node horizontal bending - 3-node tor-
sion (e) 2-node horizontal bending - 2-node torsion (f) 3-node
vertical bending.

Mode # Nodes
Predicted frequency

Ship Backbone
shell beam shell beam

1st A/S 1 0.3923 0.4054 0.3929 0.4055
2nd A/S 2 1.0109 1.0380 1.0161 1.0308
1st S 2 1.3037 1.3059 1.3039 1.3104
3rd A/S 3 2.3199 2.4161 2.3911 2.4895
4th A/S 2 3.0956 3.1938 3.5095 3.5831
2nd S 3 3.1844 3.2278 3.2397 3.5416

1st A/S 2nd A/S 1st S 3rd A/S 4th A/S 2nd S
Mode
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Figure 4: Difference in percentage of the natural frequencies
predicted by various models compared to the frequencies pre-
dicted by the ship shell element model.

The ship beam element model produced uniformly higher natural frequencies than its shell element171

counterpart. The differences ranged between approximately 1% and 4% and can be partly attributed to the172

small differences in mass between the two models.173

The backbone shell element model was designed to match the first three natural frequencies of the174

ship shell element model, so it should come as no surprise that the relevant differences are less than 0.5%.175

Slightly larger differences were observed for the 3-node horizontal bending - 3-node torsional mode (3rd176

antisymmetric) at approximately 3% and the 3-node vertical bending mode (2nd symmetric). The second177
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2-node horizontal bending - 2-node torsional natural frequency was more than 13% higher for the backbone178

shell element model.179

The backbone beam element model produced relatively inconsistent results, with some natural frequencies180

being very close to the benchmark and the remaining featuring moderate to large differences, up to 16%.181

The pattern follows, to some extent, that of the backbone shell model, with the 2nd antisymmetric and the182

1st symmetric natural frequencies being very close to the target and larger differences observed for the 3rd183

and, even more so, the 4th antisymmetric modes. Interestingly though, the 1st antisymmetric and the 2nd184

symmetric natural frequencies are very dissimilar to the results from both the ship shell element model and185

the backbone shell element model. The results for the 1st antisymmetric mode are almost identical, in fact,186

to those produced by the ship beam element model. Potential origins of these discrepancies will be discussed187

in Section 5.188

4. Mode shape depiction & comparison189

In order to perform quantitative comparison of the mode shapes from different modelling techniques, it190

was necessary to generated a depiction of the shell mode shapes in a manner compatible with the beam191

mode shapes, that is a 1-D depiction of the structure. With that in mind, the average displacements and192

rotations at various cross sections along the length of the structure were obtained. For antisymmetric modes,193

the transverse displacement UY and the torsional rotation ROTX were depicted and the mode shapes were194

normalised for unit rotation at x=0. For symmetric modes, the vertical displacement UZ was depicted and195

normalised for unit displacement at x=0.196

The mode shapes are depicted in Figures 5-10, with each figure corresponding to one mode. Different197

line types are used for each model, with the ship models being grouped in black colour and backbone models198

being grouped in red colour. For antisymmetric modes both translation along the Y-axis and rotation around199

the X-axis are depicted. For symmetric modes only translation along Z-axis is depicted.200

5. Accuracy of beam approximation201

Figures 5-10 demonstrate that shell and beam approximations for either type of structure produce very202

similar results. In most cases, the two approximations are within 10% and often within 3% of each other203

in terms of mode shapes. Symmetric mode shapes, in particular, have almost no difference at all. More204

significant differences were observed for the 1st and 4th antisymmetric modes. The end points of the 1st205

antisymmetric mode shape are 49% and 37% larger according to shell model predictions, compared to beam206

model predictions, for ship and backbone, respectively(Figure 11), agreeing with previous findings [27].207

These figures reduce to 11% and 25% for the 4th antisymmetric mode (Figure 12).208

The discrepancies in the 1st antisymmetric mode are particularly surprising, as it is the lowest mode of209

the structure overall, so accuracy would be expected to be high. It appears that beam modelling consistently210

underestimates the displacements near the ends of the structure, whether it is ship-shaped or backbone-211

shaped. The differences are concentrated around the quarter-lengths near the ends. These discrepancies212

are even more localised for the 4th antisymmetric mode, being significant only for approximately 10% of213

the length from either end. Considering that the areas of maximum strain for these two modes are at the214

midpoint and at quarter length from the ends, respectively, the effects of these differences are not expected215

to be overwhelming. In any case, the level of horizontal bending in the 1st antisymmetric mode, which216

is torsion-dominated, is sufficiently small that the differences due to beam modelling would not affect the217

shape significantly.218

More alarming is the difference between the predicted natural frequencies for the 2nd symmetric mode219

shape of the backbone, as predicted by the corresponding shell and beam models. The average vertical220

translation of the backbone does not indicate any issues. Observing the three-dimensional mode shape221

(Figure 13) , however, reveals a mode shape that does not correspond to a beam structure, but is instead a222

3-node vertical bending - 3-node in-plane shear mode [28].223

It is evident from the above that in-plane shear is excited at similar frequencies as the beam-like modes of224

the backbone. Indeed, modal analysis of the cross section of the backbone in plane strain condition revealed225
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Figure 5: Results for the 1st antisymmetric mode shape. All mode shapes have been normalised for unit rotation at x=0.
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Figure 6: Results for the 2nd antisymmetric mode shape. All mode shapes have been normalised for unit rotation at x=0.
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Figure 7: Results for the 1st symmetric mode shape. All mode shapes have been normalised for unit translation at x=0.
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Figure 8: Results for the 3rd antisymmetric mode shape. All mode shapes have been normalised for unit rotation at x=0.
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Figure 9: Results for the 4th antisymmetric mode shape. All mode shapes have been normalised for unit rotation at x=0.
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Figure 10: Results for the 2nd symmetric mode shape. All mode shapes have been normalised for unit translation at x=0.
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Figure 11: Comparison between shell and beam results for the 1st antisymmetric mode shape Y translation.
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Figure 12: Comparison between shell and beam results for the 4th antisymmetric mode shape Y translation. All mode shapes
have been normalised for unit rotation at x=0.

that the natural frequency of the 1st in-plane mode is equal to 3.34 Hz. Performing the same analysis for226

the cross section of the ship, the 1st in-plane mode is excited at a natural frequency that is two orders of227

magnitude lower, at 0.063 Hz. The relevant mode shapes are depicted in Figure 14.228

The extremely low in-plane shear natural frequency of the ship would be a significant problem, if the229

ship was a purely prismatic structure like the backbone. However, the ship features significant transverse230

stiffening through its numerous bulkheads and deep frames. The free length between each pair of subsequent231

transverse structural components is sufficiently short to suppress the in-plane modes.232

The above suggests that transverse reinforcement of the backbone at regular intervals would allow sup-233

pression of these undesired responses. The simplest implementation of this is through the use of backbones234

with deck openings rather than channel-shaped backbones. However, in order to achieve a 1st antisymmetric235

natural frequency that is significantly lower than the 1st symmetric natural frequency, the openings would236

have to take up most of the length of the backbone, as seen in the work by Marón & Kapsenberg [18].237

In order to test this assumption, the cross section of the backbone shell model was closed at the longi-238

tudinal location of every bulkhead, by adding a 0.6 m-wide strip of material at the top. The result was a239

series of 0.6 m long closed box-shaped sections, in between the 20 segments of open channel sections. These240

strips, similarly to the bulkheads, shared the same stiffness and Poisson’s ratio as the rest of the material241

but were massless, to retain the uniform mass distribution of the backbone. In any case,their small size242

meant that, even if their mass was included, the dynamic response of the structure would not be significantly243

affected. The natural frequencies of the resulting shell model are compared to those of the backbone shell244

and beam element models in Table 3. Most of the natural frequencies remain almost unchanged compared245
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(a) Side view (b) Top view

Figure 13: The 2nd symmetric mode shape of the backbone, when modelled with shell elements, no longer corresponds to the
response of a beam.

(a) Backbone section (b) Ship section

Figure 14: The 1st in-plane shear mode of the cross sections of the backbone, at 3.34 Hz and of the ship, at 0.063 Hz, assuming
plane strain condition.

to the original backbone shell model, with the exception of the 2nd symmetric natural frequency, where the246

in-plane aspects have been suppressed and the results agree well with the beam model (Figure 15).247

Table 3: Comparison of the predicted natural frequencies of
the backbone shell element model, the backbone beam ele-
ment model, and the modified shell element model where the
backbone had transverse reinforcements. A/S stands for anti-
symmetric and S stands for symmetric. The number of nodes
for each mode shape is provided in a separate column.

Mode # Nodes
Predicted frequency

Shell Beam Modified shell
1st A/S 1 0.3929 0.4055 0.3970
2nd A/S 2 1.0161 1.0308 1.0189
1st S 2 1.3039 1.3104 1.307
3rd A/S 3 2.3911 2.4895 2.399
4th A/S 2 3.5095 3.5831 3.516
2nd S 3 3.2397 3.5416 3.489

Figure 15: The narrow strips at the bulkhead locations pro-
vided enough transverse reinforcement to the backbone to
eliminate any in-plane shear.

In summary, the differences between beam and shell results in terms of antisymmetric modes shapes248

should not be disregarded and are particularly pronounced for the 1st antisymmetric mode. The natural249

frequencies present some discrepancies, increasingly so for higher modes. These differences, however, do not250

exceed 4% and in many cases are below 1%, with the exception of the 2nd symmetric mode, which was found251

to be contaminated with in-plane shear responses. Minimal transverse support, in the form of thin strips,252

resolved that problem altogether.253

6. Comparison between ship structure and equivalent backbone254

The comparison between the antisymmetric modes of the ship shell element model and the backbone255

shell element model is summarised in Figure 16. The differences between the two models are much larger256
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than the ones observed when comparing shell and beam modelling. Namely, the difference between the two257

models at the ends of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th antisymmetric modes was equal to 136%, 56%, 59% and258

35%, respectively. These large discrepancies were due to the significant difference in distance between the259

centroid and the shear centre of the corresponding cross sections.260
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Figure 16: Comparison between ship and backbone shell models’ results for the antisymmetric mode shape Y translation. All
mode shapes have been normalised for unit rotation at x=0.

A comparison of internal loads, namely bending moment and shear force distribution, for all antisymmet-261

ric modes, is summarised in Table 4. Since the differences between ship and backbone for each mode were262

significantly larger than those between shell and beam approximations, it was decided that the comparison263

of internal load results, produced using the beam models, was valid. As the shape of the distributions264

was very similar for both models, the comparison between the two structures is performed using the ratio265

between the maximum torsional moment and the corresponding maximum horizontal bending moment.266

Table 4: The ratio of the maximum torsional moment over the maximum horizontal bending moment for each of the antisym-
metric mode shapes of the ship and backbone structures.

A/S Mode
Torsional Moment / Bending moment ratio
Ship Backbone

1st 22.541 22.732
2nd 0.335 0.154
3rd 0.762 0.369
4th 0.037 0.014

The ratio between the two moments was found to be less than 1% different for the 1st antisymmetric mode,267
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which is torsion-dominated. However, for all the other antisymmetric modes, where horizontal bending is268

more pronounced, the ship’s bending moment compared to its torsional moment was more than double of269

what was observed for the backbone. This difference resulted from the significantly higher levels of horizontal270

bending for the same angle of torsion (Figure 16).271

The large differences in mode shapes will significantly alter the deformed shape of the hull while excited272

by beam or oblique seas and, consequently, hinder the accurate calculation of hydrodynamic loads. The273

same level of torsion on the hull causes increased horizontal bending responses on the real ship compared274

to the backbone, and vice versa. Although experiments with such models can be used, to some extent, to275

validate computational codes, it should be clear that the backbone model does not necessarily represent the276

responses of the ship. It would be unwise to scale the results up; separate simulations would have to be run277

to calculate the loads and responses of the real vessel.278

7. Conclusions279

Hydroelastic experiments for ships are performed mostly using backbone models. The backbones for280

container ships tend to have either a constant, U-shaped cross section or a box-shaped cross section with281

deck openings. In this manner, the location of the shear centre is moved below the bottom of the cross282

section, but still not at the correct distance from the centroid.283

In this investigation it was confirmed that beam approximation produces slightly different results than284

the shell formulation, but the differences are not sufficiently large to invalidate the assumption that ships285

behave approximately like beams. It was demonstrated, however, that prismatic U-shaped backbones are286

prone to in-plane shear responses that can contaminate mode shapes of interest. These in-plane responses287

can severely affect both the corresponding natural frequencies and the accuracy of beam theory to describe288

their mode shapes and dynamic responses. Using closed section backbones with deck openings can overcome289

this issue, but the deck openings should span most of the length of the backbone if the 1st antisymmetric290

natural frequency of the ship is significantly lower than the 1st symmetric.291

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the antisymmetric mode shapes of a backbone can differ signif-292

icantly from those of the vessel, even if several natural frequencies are matched during design. Differences293

in the mode shapes for deflection and internal loads lead to incorrect coupling between horizontal bending294

and torsion. Consequently, the results from backbone models do not necessarily represent the responses of295

the real vessels, even if the natural frequencies are scaled accurately.296

It is recommended that future investigations do not only present the achieved natural frequencies in their297

findings. Comparison of the mode shapes of the full-scale vessel and the model-scale backbone should be298

performed as well and, in cases of large discrepancies, it should be emphasised that the results only apply299

to the model. Codes validated using these results can then be used for separate simulations to identify the300

responses of the real ship.301

This work should be expanded in the future through experimental modal analysis of geometrically de-302

tailed models of ships, for the identification of not only beam-like modes but also in-plane shear modes.303

Development of experimental procedures that allow investigators to rigorously decompose their models’304

modes and safeguard against contamination is imperative. Use of techniques that obtain deformation fields305

instead of point accelerations might be necessary to achieve this.306
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